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1 Desiderata for perfect architecture
Over the past decade, the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1993; 1995b; 1998; 2000; 2001a;b; 2002)
has stimulated a lot of research into the architecture of the human language faculty. In particular,
research within the Minimalist Program has shown that many core properties of Narrow Syntax are
determined by bare output conditions – these being that the syntactic system must interface with a
number of other modules, including the Conceptual-intentional (CI) and the Sensory-motor (SM)
systems.1 This is illustrated in figure 1.
Figure 1: Syntax interfaces with the CI module(s)
The CI system
The SM system
I will further assume the null hypothesis that there is a one-to-one, meaning-preserving map-
ping between syntactic relationships and LF representations.2
While much is known about syntax, considerably less is known about the interfaces, especially
the CI interface. However this is not to say that the abstract properties of the CI interface are
not known. Various proposals have been made (Chomsky 2001b, Epstein 1999, Uriagereka 1999).
Common with all of these is the idea that the CI system is structured and orderly, possibly fed
by multiple Spell Out. On the understanding that a database is a set with regular structure and
knowing that knowledge within the mind is structured, it is a possible hypothesis that some part of
the CI module/s must interface with an organized system for knowledge representation (informally,
a database: a set with regular structure). This is illustrated in figure 2 on the next page.3 Assuming
that CI determines Narrow Syntax and that there is a one-to-one mapping between the two, Narrow
Syntax produces representations that are interpretable and unambiguous to the CI system. And
thus, within the Minimalist Program, it is feasible to query to what extent the properties of Narrow
Syntax are determined by the properties of the database with which it interfaces.
This can also be framed in terms of a hypothesis (1a) reminiscent of Chomsky’s Strong Mini-
malist Hypothesis.
(1) Syntactic representations are determined by:
Figure 2: Narrow Syntax interfaces with a database within the CI module/s
The CI system
The SM system
A Database
a. the properties of information structure as formalized by relational databases
b. and by further properties of the PF interface.
This paper focusses on the way in which narrow syntax may be organized according to princi-
ples of relational databases. Although (1b) no doubt plays a role in determining syntactic represen-
tations, it is beyond the scope of this paper. Note that I am not arguing that it is a logical necessity
that Narrow Syntax is determined in this way – it is merely a hypothesis ultimately derived from
the Strong Minimalist Hypothesis. After all, there are potentially any number of mappings between
CI and Narrow Syntax. Determining which mappings are actually instantiated is a matter for em-
pirical research. The central concern of this paper is to investigate the extent to which a particular
type of conception of CI – namely as a relational system – affects Narrow Syntactic representa-
tions. To the extent that the proposal is successful in analyzing syntactic data, it will also provide
evidence for both the mapping and the database proposal.
1.1 Structure of this paper
The structure of this paper is as follows. Since this paper is based largely on Relational Theory and
the known properties of databases, I devote considerable space to outlining exactly what databases
are and how Relational Theory approaches them. Section (2) outlines the properties of databases
within a relational model. Concepts introduced include the central notion of Functional Depen-
dencies and also Normal Forms as well-formedness conditions on relational databases. This is
illustrated with concrete, non-linguistic examples.
Section (3) explores these same notions from a syntactic perspective using linguistic examples.
It is shown that syntactic constructs such as Phrase Structure, Selection and AGREE can be repre-
sented as partially-ordered sets or functional dependencies. This does not mean that all partially-
ordered sets are necessarily equivalent to well-formed syntactic trees!4 However, it is necessary to
frame syntactic relations in set-theoretic terms in order for the comparison with Relational Theory
to be made.
Section (4) can be considered the core of this paper as it takes this parallel one step further,
showing that syntactic trees, including movement chains, can be captured by normalized functional
dependencies. This is the core claim of this paper.
A normalization-driven grammar has implications for the architecture of the grammar. This is
discussed in section (5) where the effects of such a model on binarity, movement and other aspects
of syntactic theory are briefly discussed.
To the extent that the argument of this article is successful, the resulting normalization-driven
grammar could have broader implications. The article ends with a bold speculation about the imple-
mentation of phases within such a model (section 6.1) and the possible extension of a normalization-
driven syntax to lexical relationships (section 6.2).
1.1.1 Limitations of this paper
This paper cannot be exhaustive; it is an ambitious attempt to illustrate a parallel between Rela-
tional Theory and Linguistic Theory. Due to the amount of material that must be covered, this
paper limits itself to a theoretical approach, leaving deeper empirical effects to one side. However,
to the extent that this parallel is justified, there are probably grounds to explore the research pro-
gram further. In addition, the paper largely limits itself to the contribution of the CI interface (1a),
leaving the impact of the PF interface (1b) to one side.
2 The properties of databases
As a starting point, it is pertinent to ask what the general principles governing well-formedness in
databases are and whether these same principles are operational in Narrow Syntax. Some of these
questions have already been partly addressed by the Relational model of information representa-
tion (Codd 1970; 1983), couched in formal set theory, which was developed outside a properly
linguistic or even cognitive context. A database is a set with regular structure. In the 1960s, re-
search into the structure of databases resulted in several models: the flat model, the network model
and the hierarchical model. Finally, the Relational model, based on set theory, was developed for
the modelling of databases. Codd (1970) demonstrated that the relational model was significantly
superior to other methods in a number of respects. The relational model is the most widely used
today.
2.1 The relational model
Any text file can list random information, but knowledge requires a database: an information set
with a regular structure. As a minimum, the representation of knowledge requires the formalization
of a relationship between two entities. This may be done through combining them into a relation
(i.e. a table or partially ordered set) where one item determines the other. The following trivial
example represents the knowledge that John is an Office worker using three, formally equivalent
representations.
(2) a. John Office
b. ( JOHN, OFFICE)
c. {JOHN, {JOHN, OFFICE}}
In relational models, data are stored in tables (relations which are equivalent to partially ordered
sets). A column of a table/relation is called an attribute and a row is called a tuple or record. Each
table/relation should have one or more attributes as primary key which determines all the other
attributes.
(3) a. Candidate key An attribute/column (or combination of attributes) with
minimum cardinality that uniquely identifies a tuple/row in a given relation
(Dutka and Hanson 1989).
b. Primary key: A candidate key that is used as the unique identifier of a
tuple/row.
Informally, this means that if one knows the primary key, then one can find a unique tu-
ple/record in the table/relation.
To use a concrete example, suppose that John, Peter and Mary are all office workers for a
company and all receive the same bonus, namely $200. In addition, their physical location within
the corporation depends on what kinds of job they do. Office workers are located on the 2nd floor,
managers on the third floor. This information might be represented in a table/relation as follows.
(4)
EMPLOYEE-ID JOB BONUS LOCATION
John Office 200 2nd Floor
Peter Office 200 2nd Floor
Mary Office 200 2nd Floor
Sarah Manager 500 3rd Floor
(5) (EMPLOYEE-ID, JOB, BONUS, LOCATION)
In this table/relation, the primary key is the attribute EMPLOYEE-ID. This means that if one
knows the EMPLOYEE-ID then one can find any particular record in the database. For instance, if
one knows the EMPLOYEE-ID John, then one can also find out that John is an Office Worker, earns
$200 and works on the second floor. The inverse is not true: if one knows that somebody earns
$200, then you cannot infer that the person in question is John. This means that BONUS is not the
primary key.
2.2 Functional dependencies
In Relational Theory, the relationships in (4) are depicted using arrows to indicate functional de-
pendencies.
(6) a. EMPLOYEE-ID → JOB
b. JOB → BONUS
c. JOB → LOCATION
Functional dependencies are a theoretical notion in Relational Theory (Codd 1970) correspond-
ing to partially ordered sets and which are, informally, directions of dependency within a set.
(7) a. Functional Dependency: X functionally determines Y if the value of X
determines the value of Y (i.e. X → Y).5
b. Value: The value is the information content of a particular tuple within a
table/relation.
To illustrate this definition, consider the relationships present in table 4 on the preceding page.
Values for this relation include John, Office and 2nd Floor.
The EMPLOYEE-ID determines the JOB that is done by each employee (6a). Practically speak-
ing, if we know somebody’s EMPLOYEE-ID then we also know what JOB they do. This relation
is not reversible since, even if we know what the JOB of somebody is, we cannot immediately
determine what their EMPLOYEE-ID is.
The JOB determines what the BONUS is (6b). If one knows what the JOB of somebody is, then
their bonuses can be determined. JOB also determines LOCATION since it was specified that office
workers are on the second floor (6c). Thus, knowing that somebody is an office worker is sufficient
to infer that they also work on the second floor.
2.3 Normal Forms and normalization: well-formedness conditions on relational databases
A major challenge for any system of knowledge representation is that it must have the ability to be
enlarged, modified or updated without destroying the integrity or consistency of the data.6
A database such as the one in 4 on the page before faces some challenges when it comes to
being updated. The reason for this is that the relations EMPLOYEE-ID → JOB and JOB → BONUS
together constitute a transitive dependency.
Imagine that all the office workers were granted a pay rise to, say, $300. Then, in order to keep
the database up to date, every single record of every single employee attribute would have to be
updated. In table 4 on the preceding page this would mean that $200 would have to be updated
three times; in a larger database with potentially thousands of employees, the computational cost
is extreme. The table holds redundant information which takes additional resources to update and
increases the chances of an error occurring.
In order to avoid these kinds of problems, a database must be optimized; it must obey sev-
eral mathematically well-defined constraints on data representation. These constraints are called
Normal Forms (NF) and the process of enforcing Normal Forms is called normalization.
There are several mathematically well-defined levels of normalization.7 Normal Forms are in-
cremental: if a set is in 2NF then it is automatically in 1NF. If a set is in 3NF, it is also in 2NF
and 1NF, etc. Normal Forms crucially rely on Functional Dependencies and correspond to the
following conditions on knowledge representations (which will be explained shortly).8
(8) For any relation, a particular Normal Form is met when the following conditions
apply:
1NF: attributes are atomic and non-repeating,
2NF: the relation is in 1NF and non-key attributes are functionally determined by the
entire primary key,
3NF/Boyce-Codd NF: the relation is in 2NF and all non-key attributes are
functionally dependent on a candidate key
4NF: the relation is in 3NF/BCNF and there are no multi-valued functional
dependencies.
The process of enforcing these rules and thereby optimizing the database is called normaliza-
tion (Codd 1970; 1983). Normalization is (i) a formal framework for analysing relations and (ii) a
set of tests that can be applied to any relation schema so that the entire database can be optimized to
ensure the integrity and consistency of the data under modification. If a test fails then the offending
relation schema must be decomposed into smaller relations which do pass the tests. Normaliza-
tion rules are thus a necessary set of independently motivated rules for all relational databases that
ensure coherence of data and efficient computing when the database is updated.9 These Normal
Forms are discussed below with reference to concrete examples.
2.3.1 1NF
Relations in 1NF only have atomic attributes. There are three ways in which data may not be
atomic. (a) An attribute could contain unparsed text (b) the attribute may be a combination of
domains and (c) an attribute may contain a repeating group (where the same attribute name is used
to refer to multiple instances of data of the same type). In the following example, the BONUS
MONTHS attribute is a combination of various types of information. It is not parsed. This is not
a problem if it is treated as an atomic string, but prevents the information from being processed
separately.
(9)
EMPLOYEE-ID BONUS MONTHS
Peter Jan, Aug
Mary Jan, June, Oct
A relation in 1NF does not have repeated attributes. In the following example, the attribute TELE-
PHONE NO. is used more than once to reflect the fact that an office worker may be accessed by
several telephones. The attribute TELEPHONE NO is repeated.
(10)
EMPLOYEE-ID JOB TELEPHONE NO. TELEPHONE NO.
Mary Office 0642252509 0715129069
John Office 556469 –
Now consider the database in 4 on page 5, repeated here as 11.
(11)
EMPLOYEE-ID JOB BONUS LOCATION
John Office 200 2nd Floor
Peter Office 200 2nd Floor
Mary Office 200 2nd Floor
Sarah Manager 500 3rd Floor
Bill Programmer 300 2nd Floor
(12) (EMPLOYEE-ID, JOB, BONUS, LOCATION)
This relation is in 1NF: all the data is atomic and there are no repeated attributes.
2.3.2 2NF
A relation is in 2NF if there is a mapping between the primary key and all other information in the
relation. More formally stated:
(13) 2NF: a relation is in 2NF if (i) it is in 1NF and (ii) every non-key attribute is fully
functionally dependent on the primary key (Dutka and Hanson 1989:26).
Relations which are not in 2NF typically have attributes which are completely unrelated to
the primary key. The relation 11 on the page before is in 2NF because it is in 1NF and all the
data are ultimately dependent on the primary key – there is some mapping between the primary
key, EMPLOYEE-ID, and everything else. So, for instance, if one knows the EMPLOYEE-ID for any
worker, then one can also determine their JOB, LOCATION and BONUS.
Note that 2NF holds even if a transitive dependency exists in the relation, as in 11 on the
preceding page, where LOCATION is dependent on JOB and JOB is dependent on EMPLOYEE-ID;
LOCATION is apparently not directly dependent on EMPLOYEE-ID. The definition in (13) does not
require direct functional dependence – merely full functional dependence. In other words, there is
some function which relates EMPLOYEE-ID to LOCATION; the fact that the relationship between
them is mediated is immaterial. In terms of Armstrong’s axioms (Armstrong 1974), Functional
Dependencies are transitive.
(14) Transitivity: if aRb and bRc then aRc
Thus, for any transitive dependency, if A→ B and B→ C then A→ C. Thus, the table in 11 on
the page before is in 2NF because all attributes are ultimately dependent on the primary key.
2.3.3 3NF/BCNF
Although the relation 11 on the preceding page is in 2NF, there are still redundancies which need
to be normalized, as described in section 2.2. There are transitive dependencies:
(15) a. EMPLOYEE-ID → JOB → LOCATION
b. EMPLOYEE-ID → JOB → BONUS
Imagine that the company were to hire five new office workers. Then, the information that
Office workers earn $200 would have to be rewritten five times. This level of redundancy increases
the computational load during updating. Similarly, imagine that all the office workers were fired
and their records deleted from the database. This would mean that the fact that office workers earn
$200 would also be lost from the system.
The third level of normalization we will be discussing, Boyce-Codd Normal Form (BCNF), is
largely concerned with removing transitive dependencies.10
(16) Boyce-Codd Normal Form: A relation is in BCNF if (i) it is in 2NF and (ii) non-key
attributes are all dependent on a candidate key.
To avoid the problems associated with transitive dependencies it would make more sense to
create two separate tables where the key of the first table is EMPLOYEE-ID and the key of the
second is JOB.
(17)
EMPLOYEE-ID JOB
John Office
Peter Office
Mary Office
Sarah Manager
Bill Programmer
JOB BONUS LOCATION
Office 200 2nd Floor
Manager 500 3rd Floor
Programmer 300 2nd Floor
(18) (EMPLOYEE-ID, JOB) (JOB, BONUS, LOCATION)
Now, if the salaries are increased, only one attribute in one relation needs to be changed. This
test was based on the addition of information to the database. A similar test can be done based on
the notion of data elimination. Consider the original relation. Assume that John, Peter and Mary
were all fired and their records removed from the database. Important information would be lost,
namely that office workers always receive $200. Thus, when a new set of employees are added
to the database, it fails to represent how much money they are supposed to get. Now consider the
second set of tables in (17). Even if John, Peter and Mary are all fired and their data removed, the
BONUS of office workers is not removed from the system as illustrated in (19).
(19)
JOB BONUS LOCATION
Office 200 2nd Floor
Manager 500 3rd Floor
Programmer 300 2nd Floor
(20) (JOB, BONUS, LOCATION)
2.3.4 4NF
However, the table in 19 is still not problem free. In the unlikely event of the bonus for managers
being scrapped, the entire second row would have to be deleted. Then the information that man-
agers also work on the third floor would be lost. In other words, there is an ambiguity in this table.
Alternatively, imagine managers worked on a variety of different floors. Then, in order to update
the database, for every new location, the bonus would have to be specified redundantly.
The problem with table 19 is that it fails to represent unambiguously a multi-valued depen-
dency. JOB determines both BONUS and LOCATION, but neither is related to the other (a multi-
valued dependency).
(21) JOB BONUS
LOCATION
Consequently, in order to optimize the database, it is necessary to split the relation in 19 into
two simpler ones.
(22)
JOB BONUS
Office 200
Manager 500
Programmer 300
JOB LOCATION
Office 2nd Floor
Manager 3rd Floor
Programmer 2nd Floor
(23) (JOB, BONUS) (JOB, LOCATION)
The full set of normalized relations is illustrated below. There are no multi-valued dependen-
cies; each relation is at least in 4NF. In short, these relations represent the optimal representation
of this data, given the constraints imposed by modification and deletion.
(24) (EMPLOYEE-ID, JOB) (JOB, BONUS) (JOB, LOCATION)
2.4 Interim conclusions
Section 2 has described the properties of databases. It has been claimed that (i) relational databases
are defined over partially ordered sets and (ii) they are subject to well-defined well-formedness
conditions which are directly related to preserving the integrity of the data. Importantly, none of
these claims are controversial within Relational Theory.
3 Extending normalization to syntactic representations
The following section argues that Relational Theory and normalization can be fruitfully applied
to syntactic representations. The first step in the argument is to show that core components of
Narrow Syntax (i.e. phrase structure, selection and AGREE) can be defined in terms of Functional
dependencies, or partially-ordered sets (section 3.1). The second step is to show that normalization,
as applied to syntactic relationships yields well-formed syntactic representations (section 4).
Partially ordered sets have the form {A,{A,B}}. This is also often written as (A,B). A partially
ordered set is reflexive, transitive and antisymmetric. If any relation R defined over a and b has
these properties, then a and b constitute a partially ordered set (Devlin 1993, Halmos 1960).11
(25) a. Reflexivity: aRa
b. Transitivity: if aRb and bRc then aRc
c. Antisymmetry: if aRb and bRa then a = b
Within Relational Theory, partially ordered sets can also be regarded as Functional Depen-
dencies (Codd 1970). This means that partially ordered sets are a useful notation with which to
compare Relational Theory and Syntactic Theory. Drawing on the definition of Functional De-
pendencies provided by Dutka and Hanson (1989), I define Functional Dependencies in linguistic
terms as follows.
(26) a. Functional dependency: Let A and B represent sets of syntactic features
(trivially including sets of just one feature). A functionally determines B if
the value of A determines the value of B (i.e. A → B).
b. Value: Let the value of A and B be the value of features (e.g. categorial
features ±N, ±V; formal features uφ, φ; semantic features ±agent etc).
Of course, dependency is a central component of many linguistic theories. The definition in
(26) merely formalizes this intuition in a principled way. Consider how Functional Dependencies
apply to linguistic notions such as phrase structure, selection and agreement.
3.1 Mapping Phrase structures to Functional Dependencies
Phrase structures created by MERGE are partially ordered sets (Chomsky 1995a, Uriagereka 1999).
Given two syntactic elements, A and B, when they undergo MERGE, a partially ordered set {A,{A,B}}
(Chomsky 1995b) is formed.12
Mathematically speaking, this can be represented by the functional dependency: A → B.13
Thus, just as it is possible to represent a phrase-structural relationship, say V merged with an
Object DP, as a tree, it is also possible to represent it as a relation/table or as a set. Doing so is a
representational device but nevertheless illuminating.
(27)
SET ≡ TREE/GRAPH ≡ FUNCTIONAL DEPENDENCY
{V,{V, Obj}} ≡ V
@ 
V Obj
≡ V → Obj
Drawing on my assumptions in section (1), I take it as given that there is a one-to-one mapping
from set-theoretic phrase structure to functional dependencies.
3.1.1 Heuristics for combining phrase markers into trees
In this paper, I will repeatedly refer to (normalized) sets rather than (graphic) phrase-structure
markers. For example (X,Z) can easily be captured from the relational representations (X,Y) and
(Y,Z) by the transitivity rule.
However, interested readers may be curious about how the two representations map onto each
other. Given that both normalized sets and (bare) phrase structure are expressed in terms of partially
ordered sets they can be translated fairly easily by substituting one set into another, as illustrated
in (28).14 The graphic representation in (28c) encodes the original ordered pairs.
(28) Substitution of Y yields:
a. {X, {X, Y}} and {Y, {Y, Z}}
b. {X, {X, {Y, {Y, Z}}}}
c. X
ll,,
X Y
\ﬁ
Y Z
Note that these heuristics are not derivational statements.15 They are merely provided to assist the
reader in converting the set notation used in this paper into syntactic representations which are
easier to visualize.
3.2 Selection
The ability of a syntactic head to select a complement is determined by a subcategorization feature
upon the selecting head.16 Thus, by an inspection of a particular feature, one can ascertain what
kind of element it will merge with.
To illustrate this, one might consider the head V-transitive which has a subcategorization prop-
erty for an object. Thus, V is deterministically related to the object: V → Obj. Such a relationship
can be expressed as a set-theoretic relation equivalent to a Functional Dependency or a tree struc-
ture. In (29b), the dotted line informally represents the Functional Dependency.
(29) a. V → Obj b. V
b
b
"
"
V Obj
select
3.3 Agreement
Agreement can also be considered an instantiation of a Functional Dependency. AGREE is an asym-
metric, binary relationship between a probe (uφ) and a goal (φ) (Chomsky 1998; 2000).
(30) uφ
PROBE
φ
GOAL
Agree
For example if this relation instantiated NUMBER agreement, then, the probe might have an
initial value of uφ while the goal could have a value of +PLURAL. In an approach where AGREE
is feature valuation (Chomsky 2001a), after AGREE has occurred the value of both the probe and
the goal will then be +PLURAL. The result is that the value of the goal determines the value of the
probe: a Functional Dependency.17 Thus, AGREE creates a relation of the form (F, uF) where the
value of F ultimately determines that of uF. In the following diagram, the Functional Dependency
is informally illustrated with a dotted line.18
(31) uφ
PROBE
φ
GOAL
Agree
This can be demonstrated in more detail with a typical agreement relationship between a DP in
Spec vP and T. Assume that Nominative case is a reflex of uninterpretable T on the DP (Pesetsky
and Torrego 2001). The DP has φ features such as NUMBER to be checked against the correspond-
ing uninterpretable features on T. On the other hand, uninterpretable T on the DP needs to be
checked by the T head. If one considers these relationships carefully, then it can be seen that they
are Functional Dependencies as shown in (32).
(32) TP
aaa
!!!
T
T+uφ
vP
ll,,
DP
uT+φ
v
v
Agree
a. T→ uT
b. φ→ uφ
For instance, the value of the φ features on the DP (e.g. PLURAL) will determine the value of
the corresponding features which are ultimately realized morphologically on T. Similarly, if one
takes Case to be mnemonic for uninterpretable Tense (Pesetsky and Torrego 2001), then the value
of the T feature will determine the resulting case on the DP. Thus, AGREE is an instantiation of
Functional Dependency: φ→ uφ.
3.4 Interim conclusions
Phrase structure, selection and AGREE can all be represented as Functional Dependencies. Func-
tional Dependencies are partially ordered sets. This equivalence between relational sets and trees
suggests the following principle.
(33) Relational Equivalence: Syntactic, structural relationships are set-theoretic and can
thus be represented as set-theoretic relations in Relational Theory.
With this in mind, let us explore a corollary to Relational Equivalence (33) which is expressed
in (34).
(34) Corollary to Relational Equivalence: Since relations can and must be normalized,
syntactic phrase structure relations must also be normalized.
The following section explores the implications of Relational Equivalence (33) and its corol-
lary (34) for the representation of linguistic relationships. It will demonstrate that normalization
techniques can be fruitfully applied to the set-theoretic representations created by Narrow Syntax
with interesting results.
4 Grammatical relationships and normalization
As a starting point, it is uncontroversial that grammatical relationships such as selection, predica-
tion, case assignment and agreement exist. Selectional properties of the functional hierarchy are
thus taken as a primitive. There are also relationships of agreement, predication etc. which exist
between various categories that fulfill functions of subjects, predicates, objects etc.19 These rela-
tionships are part of every syntactic tree. They can all be reduced to set-theoretic terms and that is
what is of primary interest at the moment. Thus a sentence like Sarah eats oranges could be broken
down into relationships like the following ones.
(35) a. Sarah eats oranges
b.
Subj Obj
Agr T v V
Agreement Case θ-assignment
C-selection C-selection
θ-assignment
C-selection
T assigns case to the subject which v introduces as an external argument (a multi-valued de-
pendency). The subject checks agreement features on Agr and Agr C-selects T and T C-selects v
which also C-selects V (a transitive dependency). V also L-selects the object, assigning a theta-role
and is thus potentially part of the Subj-Agr-T-v-V transitive dependency. According to Relational
Equivalence (33) section (3.1), all these relationships can be represented as set-theoretic objects.20
4.1 1NF
These relations can be grouped in a complex relation in 1NF which can be visualized either as a
relation (Agr, T, Subj, v, V, Obj) (36a) or as a n-ary tree (36b).
(36) a. Agr T Subj v V Obj b. Agr
XXXXX

Agr, T, Subj, v, V, Obj
This relation is in 1NF because all elements are atomic, parsed and non-repeating. In fact,
linguistic tree structures are trivially in 1NF;21 tree structures and relations are governed by the
same general principles. To illustrate this, the relation in (37) is not in 1NF because an attribute is
not filled in. The attributes are therefore not atomic.
(37) a. T – V b. * T
Q
Q


T ∅ V
It is trivially true that a linguistic tree cannot have a node that is radically unfilled; an absent
node cannot select or be selected. In this respect, relations and trees are governed by the same
constraints: both must be in 1NF.22
4.2 2NF
Second normal form requires that all attributes are related to the primary key. The relation in (36)
is also in 2NF because all the attributes are related to each other.
Before continuing, it is worth while to consider a scenario where a relation is in 1NF but not
in 2NF. An imaginary relation like (38) would not be in 2NF if, for instance, T → V but XP is
isolated and is not functionally determined by anything. Note that this is not evident from the table
structure itself – the notation has let us down. Although (38) bears a superficial resemblance to
(36), they are actually quite different given the assumption that XP is not functionally determined;
(38) has an XP which is not related to anything while the constituents of (36) all relate to each
other.23 This is equivalent to a linguistic tree where a constituent is not dominated by any other
constituent. It is, in effect, in its own tree. Thus, it is a trivial property of linguistic trees that they
be at least in 2NF.
(38) a. T V XP b. T
\ﬁ
T V
XP
X
Returning to the main discussion of 2NF, it is clear that 2NF by itself is insufficient to account
for linguistic effects. For instance, 2NF does not prevent the creation of n-ary trees. The relation in
(39) is in 2NF and corresponds to a non-binary tree (40).24
(39) Agr T v V Subj Obj (40) Agr
XXXXX

Agr, T v V Subj Obj
From this it follows that while not all 2NF relations are well-formed syntactic trees, all well-
formed syntactic trees are at least in 2NF.
4.3 3NF/BCNF
It has been shown that all linguistic trees must be in 1NF and 2NF in order to be well-formed. This
is quite significant in itself since there is no a priori reason for this to be the case. Now consider
the full set of relations described in 35 on page 13 and repeated here as 41.
(41) a. Sarah eats oranges
b.
Subj Obj
Agr T v V
Agreement Case θ-assignment
C-selection C-selection
θ-assignment
C-selection
Although they can be represented as a table of relations, for the sake of convenience let us
represent them as bracketed relations in a numeration. Note that the φ features on D are a subset of
the Subj feature bundle. Let us call this Stage 1.
(42) Stage 1(Agr, T, v, Subj[φ], V, Obj)
The relation is in 1NF because all attributes are atomic and parsed. It is in 2NF because all
attributes are ultimately fully functionally determined by the primary key. However, the presence
of transitive dependencies (Agr →T → v → V → Obj) means that the relation is not in 3NF.
As discussed earlier, there are good reasons why a database should be in 3NF. Linguists will also
argue that there are good reasons why trees cannot always be n-ary (Chomsky 1995a, Kayne 1984;
1994). In other words, there is agreement from both linguistic and database perspectives that the
representations in (42) cannot remain as they are. The solution is to break up the large relation into
a number of small ones in which there are no transitive dependencies.
The most natural way to do this is to place all attributes of the original table that prevent it from
being in 2NF in a new table.
(43) Normalize PS: Make new relations of only those data attributes which cause the
relations in which they occur to fail a particular level of normalization. Leave all
non-offending attributes in the original table. Tables which pass a particular level of
normalization are not affected.
This procedure is represented in (44). The double strikeout indicates that attributes which
caused the relation to fail the normalization constraint have been deleted and placed into new
tables.
(44) Stage 2: Stage 1(T,v, Subj)(Subj[φ],Agr)(Agr,T)(T,v)(v,V):( Agr, T, v, Subj, V, Obj)
Note that the original relations present are intact (i.e. they have been neither modified nor
destroyed). These are illustrated graphically below (refer to the illustration in (35) for comparison).
The transitive C-selection relationships between Agr, T, v and V are decomposed into two smaller
relations: (Agr,T), (T,v) and (v,V) respectively. In addition the agreement relationship between
Subj and Agr is represented in (Subj[φ],Agr).25
(45) a. (Agr,T) Agr T C-selection
b. (T,v) T v C-selection
c. (v,V) v V C-selection
d. (Subj[φ], Agr) Subj Agr Agreement
Similarly, the various relationships of Case, Agreement and Theta-assignment that exist be-
tween T, Subj and v are contained in the following relation (T, v, Subj) in (46). Importantly, as
illustrated by the graphic representation, this particular relation does not include any transitive de-
pendencies; the relations between T and v and Subj and Agr are not included in this particular
relation (46) since they are expressed by the relations (T,v) and (Subj[φ],Agr) respectively.
(46) a. (T, v, Subj)
b.
Subj
T v
Case θ-assignment
4.4 4NF
Fourth normal form (4NF) involves removing multi-valued (i.e. one-to-many and many-to-one)
dependencies. Most of the relations in (44) are in 4NF. However, the leftmost table, (T,v, Subj),
contains a many-to-one multi-valued dependency; it is not in 4NF. Normalization of this structure
deletes the offending elements from the table and creates new tables that are both in 4NF. In
addition, all the remaining relations in (47) are at least in 4NF and need not be normalized further.
(47) Stage 3: Stage 2: Stage 1(T, Subj):( T,v, Subj)(Subj[φ],Agr)(Agr,T)(T,v)(v,V):( Agr, T, v, Subj, V, Obj)
The ‘cleaned up’ version of these relations is in (48a). For the sake of visualization, these
relations can be mapped to a partially ordered set in (48b) and composed into a single phrase
structure (49) by set-union.26
(48) a. (T, Subj) (v, Subj)(Subj[φ],Agr)(Agr,T)(T,v)(v,V) ( V, Obj)
b. {Subj[φ], {Agr[φ], {T, {Subj, {T, {T, {v, {Subj, {v,
{v,{V,{V,Obj}}}}}}}}}}}}
The ovals informally indicate that all the original relationships have been preserved; the arrow
informally indicates that a movement chain has been created.
(49) Agr/φ
PPPP

Subj[φ] Agr/φ
aaa
!!!
Agr T
HHH

Subj T
HH
T v
b
b
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Subj v
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v V
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V Obj
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The resulting structure bears several similarities to a syntactic tree derived by standard means:
(i) there is a Subject-chain and (ii) the phrase structure displays the effect of binarity. This is
evidence that the parallel between normalization and the operations of Narrow Syntax runs deep.
Yet at no point in the normalization-driven approach has there been any need to invoke binarity
of phrase structure, Copy, MOVE or movement-inducing EPP features etc. as syntactic primitives.
These have been artifacts of the process of normalization as far as the previous derivations are
concerned. Thus, a normalization-driven grammar may ultimately provide a formal motivation for
these requirements.27
4.5 A WH-movement example
The next section illustrates how the proposed normalization-driven approach would account for an
instance of WH-movement.
(50) What did Sarah eat?
This sentence includes the usual relationships (already discussed in previous sections): Selec-
tional relationships (a–d); relationships based on feature checking by means of AGREE (e–f);
argument structure relationships concerning Θ role assignment etc. (g–h); and, finally, there is the
operator-variable relationship between C and the WH item (i).
(51) a. C → Agr [Selection]
b. Agr → T [“ “]
c. T → v [“ “]
d. v → V [“ “]
e. T → DP: Case licensing [AGREE]
f. DP → Agr: φ Agreement [“ “]
g. v → Subj DP: Sarah [Θ-roles]
h. V → Obj DP: What [“ “]
i. uWh (on C) → WH-item: What [Interrogative]
(52) a. What did Sarah eat?
b.
C(WH) Subj Obj
Agr T v V
Agreement Case θ-assignment
C-selection C-selection
θ-assignment
C-selection
C-selection
Op-Var
The important factor which distinguishes these relations from those discussed in the previous
section is the functional dependency between C and the WH-variable. The relationships in (51)
and (52) can be represented by the following relation, a numeration. For the sake of convenience,
we will call this Stage 1.
(53) Stage 1(C, Agr, T, v, Subj[φ], V, Obj)
This relation is in 1NF because there are no repeating attributes, all elements are parsed and all
values are atomic. It is also in 2NF because all attributes are ultimately functionally dependent on
C.
The relation is not in 3NF because there are a number of transitive dependencies (e.g. C →
Agr → T → v → V → O and C → Agr → T → v → Subj). To solve this problem, the relation in
(53) is broken up into a series of smaller relations which are in 3NF. The elements which cause the
relations to fail normalization constraints are placed in new relations. For the sake of space, I will
not indicate the ‘old’ relations – represented by the double strikeout in previous examples.
(54) Stage 2:Stage 1(C,Agr,ObjWH)(T,v,Subj)(Subj[φ],Agr)(Agr,T)(T,v)(v,V):(V,Obj)
All the relations, are now in 3NF because there are no transitive dependencies in any of them.28
All the relations, except (T v Subj) and (C,Agr,ObjWH)) are also in 4NF. However, (T, v, Subj) and
(C,Agr,ObjWH) both include multi-valued dependencies and consequently these relations are not
in 4NF. To remedy this, they must be normalized; the elements that cause each relation to fail this
level of normalization are removed from the original relation and placed in a new one.
(55)
Stage 3: Stage 2:Stage 1
(C,Agr)(T,Subj)(v,Subj):(C,ObjWH)(v,Subj)(Subj[φ],Agr)(Agr,T)(T,v)(v,V):(V,Obj)
The visual representation of all these fully-normalized relations is as follows.29
(56) C
PPPP

DPWH−Obj CPPPP

C Agrφ
PPPP

DPSubj Agr/φPPPP
Agr T
aaa
!!!
DPSubj Taaa!!!
T v
HHH

DPSubj v
b
b
"
"
v V
b
b
"
"
V DPWH−Obj
In this way, the normalization approach derives the correct representation without having to
stipulate WH-movement triggered by EPP features etc. The effect of chain formation and phrase-
structure building is a function only of normalization and the relationships existing between the
elements of the numeration.
4.6 Wh-in-situ and covert movement
The normalization-based approach to displacement that is sketched here requires that all non-
normalized functional dependencies be normalized, most often resulting in a movement chain.
This raises the question of how to deal with the overt/covert-movement distinction, for example as
evidenced in multiple interrogatives where at least one WH-item remains in situ.
(57) I wonder who1 bought what2
In this kind of example, C has a relationship of some kind with both WH1 and WH2. However,
whereas WH1 moves overtly, WH2 does not.
In approaches to questions of this type, it has been proposed that WH2 does not actually move
but is interpreted in situ by non-selective binding (Pesetsky 1987) or by a choice function (Reinhart
1998) or both (Dayal 2002). What is important is that there exist mechanisms to interpret the
WH-item without it having to move. Following Reinhart (1998), I will assume that the in situ
WH-item may be interpreted by a choice function.30 Under this approach, the crucial question
is whether such a choice function constitutes a functional dependency. Dayal (2002) explicitly
argues that a choice function is not equivalent to a functional dependency. If the choice function
is not a functional dependency, then it would not be necessary to normalize it (since normalization
is defined exclusively in terms of functional dependencies). To illustrate how this might work,
consider a simple derivation for the sentence in (57). Let us take for granted the kinds of relations
listed in 51 on page 18. The relationships relevant to the actual WH question are as follows.
(58) I wonder who1 bought what2
a. uWh (on C) → WH-item: Who1
b. CH(f)(on C) WH-item: What2 [Choice function]
The derivation proceeds as described in section 4.5, eventually yielding a tree like the following
one where the Subject Wh-item has moved to C to satisfy the Operator on C. The set of relations
is now fully normalized.
(59) C
aaa
!!!
DPWho Caaa!!!
C T
aaa
!!!
DPWho Taaa!!!
T v
HHH

DPWho v
Q
Q


v V
QQ
V DPWhat
However, there is still a wh-item in situ (i.e. what) that needs to receive an interpretation. Since
the uWH feature on C has already been checked by WH1, there can be no feature-checking rela-
tionship between C and WH2. Consequently, the only operation that is able to provide What with
an interpretation is binding by means of a choice function (Reinhart 1998) in its in-situ location.31
This paper has argued that movement only occurs in response to normalization requirements. Since
the choice function is not a functional dependency (Dayal 2002), it does not affect that normaliza-
tion status of the relations. Consequently, the wh-item does not need to move.32 In this way, a
functional dependency approach can capture the effects associated with multiple questions.
This approach to covert movement is not the only possible one. One option would be to fol-
low the spirit of Kayne (1998) and claim that overt movement of WH2 occurs but that its effects
are masked by subsequent movement operations. This seems to me to be a promising avenue of
research. Another option would be to reformulate cases of apparent wh-in-situ – in languages like
Japanese – as involving operator movement without pied-piping the remainder of the wh-item
(Watanabe 1992). Hagstrom (1998) and Boškovic´ (2002) provide an interesting variant of this ar-
gument where a Q-morpheme moves in wh-in-situ languages. Movement of a Q-morpheme yields
a pair-list reading. In the parlance of functional dependencies, there exists a dependency such that:
(60) OP (on C) → Q-morpheme → [XP]
The resulting transitive and/or multi-valued dependencies require normalization. The Q-morpheme
moves, leaving the remainder of the wh-item in situ. Thus, there are a number of ways in which to
interpret constituents which have not moved overtly.33
5 Some implications for Narrow syntax
This paper has explored the way Narrow Syntax is organized according to principles of relational
databases which restrict how syntactic representations are built from the numeration. When Normal
Forms are enforced for an otherwise non-binary numeration, a linguistic representation eventually
emerges that is quite similar in many respects to a ‘standard’ tree. Thus it would appear that lin-
guistic trees are always at least in 4NF.
Importantly, Relational Theory is mathematically well grounded and was developed outside of
a linguistic and cognitive framework. Relational Theory provides well-defined and fundamental
tools such as the notions of Functional Dependency and normalization. None of these are con-
tentious within Relational Theory.
This has far-reaching consequences for the nature of syntax, some of which are outlined here.
The aim of this section is not to prove or disprove these positions but merely to outline the im-
plications of this research program and to provide an indication of the kind of data that could
disprove the hypothesis (1a).34 At the beginning of this paper, I adopted the assumption that there
is a one-to-one, meaning-preserving relationship between syntactic structures and LF representa-
tions. However, by Occam’s razor, there is no need for a redundant mapping so it may be possible
to do away with the mapping between Narrow Syntax and LF completely. Thus, in a sense, Narrow
Syntax might itself become the interface between LF and the numeration. The model is illustrated
by the decision chart in figure 3 on the following page.35
To the extent that Narrow Syntax is driven by the interface properties of the CI interface (1a),
certain Narrow Syntactic operations are derivative of extra-linguistic, but nevertheless hardwired,
internal principles of normalization and may no longer be required as syntactic primitives, much
less as imperfections in the system.
5.1 Displacement
With respect to MOVE, in example 49 on page 17, a single category (e.g. the XP representing the
subject) is represented several times within the set of relations. In a tree diagram this is identical
to the generative grammar notion of ‘copy’. However, it is essential to note that at no point have
Figure 3: A decision-chart for the grammar
no
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Is it in 3NF?
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Syntax
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Spellout:
Send to PF & LF/CI
I introduced MOVE or chain-creation or formal features whose only reflex is to trigger movement.
These effects follow simply from principles of normalization.36 In the past, displacement has been
considered an imperfection in the system (Chomsky 1995b; 1998). However, in a normalization-
driven approach, displacement is an artefact of the normalization process – it is no longer an im-
perfection.3738
5.2 Binarity
Within the Minimalist program, binarity derives from a basic MERGE operation which is argued
to maximally merge two entities.39 Binary MERGE cannot form a set with the form {a,b,c . . . }.
MERGE (as defined by Chomsky 1995b) is a basic syntactic primitive and is often presented as
the primitive set-building mechanism (e.g. Chomsky (1995b)). However, there is a discrepancy
within the standard Minimalist account: Minimalist approaches implicitly assume the existence
of another set-building mechanism – one that is not restricted to creating binary sets – in order
to create a numeration (Chomsky 1995b). The numeration is a non-binary set of elements, of the
form {a,b,c. . . }, which must be selected from the lexicon before Narrow Syntax can commence
its work. This means that in addition to (binary) MERGE, there is an even more primitive set-
building mechanism, which I shall call SET MERGE, forming sets regardless of how many members
there might be. This more basic mechanism is absolutely primitive and must be present in any
combinatorial system.
Within the normalization-based system I have proposed, it is implicit within the definition
of 1NF that SET MERGE is present in order to build a numeration. Although SET MERGE is not
restricted to creating binary sets, the tree resulting from normalization in 49 on page 17 appears
to be a well-formed binary branching tree. The effect of binarity is an artefact of normalization of
non-binary sets. This means that the current approach has not had to utilize BINARY MERGE at all
– which raises serious questions about its necessity.
Of course, there are contexts where normalization will not result in strictly binary branching.40
There is a limited range of circumstances when normalization does not yield binary sets. These
include instances in which a number of attributes all uniquely determine each other (i.e. circular
dependencies). Although a discussion of these contexts is beyond the scope of the present paper,
it is worth noting that all non-binary contexts within a normalization approach, if they are fully
normalized, nevertheless conform to notions of computational non-ambiguity. This captures the
original rationale for the binary stipulation in X-bar theory – namely that binarity reduces the
complexity of the language learning situation. Whether the binarity stipulation of X-bar can be
truly removed is a question that awaits further investigation, but the preliminary results obtained
here seem to be promising.
5.3 Long-distance relationships
The normalization approach also requires all long-distance relationships which can be represented
as functional dependencies to ultimately be rendered in local configurations. This is an extremely
strong claim. Its implications for WH-movement have already been discussed in section (4.5).
However, it also has implications (as pointed out by a reviewer) for binding: one might expect
binding relationships to ultimately be reduced to local configurations.
There have been significant attempts to formulate binding in terms of movement (Cole et al.
1990, Hornstein 1999, Huang and Tang 1991, Kayne 2005, Pica 1986, Reinhart and Reuland 1991,
Zwart 2002). However, there seems to be general consensus that this cannot be the whole solution.
Attempting to reduce binding to movement (and thus to functional dependencies) is problematic
because the domains and constraints for binding are not identical to those for movement. For in-
stance, movement cannot occur out of islands, whereas binding can occur across island boundaries.
In addition, the existence of subject-defined domains for Principle A, the disjunctive condition for
Principle B and anti-subject-oriented pronouns in languages like Norwegian do not seem to follow
in obvious ways from movement.
Binding is a complex phenomenon, possibly resulting from a set of interacting principles and/or
constraints (e.g. the domain condition as well as the binding condition). While some of these con-
ditions may be reducible to movement (or, in other words, functional dependencies), it is far from
obvious that all these conditions should be reducible in this way. Thus, it seems to me premature
to call for the redefinition of all binding in terms of movement.
This constitutes a challenge for the normalization approach which must be addressed within a
yet-to-be-articulated broader Minimalist theory of binding. What seems clear at this stage is that,
while movement may play a role (as suggested by the research quoted above), additional factors
may be at play which derive the domain for binding.41 Also, as indicated in section (4.6), there
remain certain types of relationships which may fall outside the scope of functional dependency
and it is possible that these could be implicated in binding.42
5.4 Adverbs and adjunction
For reasons of space, this paper has largely ignored the question of adjunction. Central to this is-
sue is whether adverbs are hosted by specifiers of functional heads (Cinque 1999) or whether they
are directly adjoined to phrasal projections (see for example, Ernst (2002)). The normalization ap-
proach suggests that adverbs are mediated by a cinque-style hierarchy of functional heads. Implicit
in the adopted approach to phrase structure is the notion that the functionally determining element
also projects.43 Adverbs have selectional properties, and if an adverbial were to directly select, say
vP, then that adverbial would have to project. To the extent that this is undesirable, it is necessary to
have a functional head which mediates between the adverb and the projection to which it attaches.
5.5 Subject vs non-subject asymmetries
A further implication of this approach is that there is an asymmetry between subjects and non-
subjects in languages with Subject-T agreement. By virtue of (a) the fact that φ features on the
subject functionally determine uφ features on T and (b) the transitivity of functional dependency
(25), the subject will functionally determine T and everything in the c-command domain of T. Non-
subjects, in languages without object φ agreement, do not functionally determine anything. This
asymmetry is predicted by any approach using functional dependencies (not only the normaliza-
tion approach sketched here). It has been argued by De Vos (2006) that this asymmetry underlies
phenomena such as subject-oriented anaphora in languages like Dutch, Icelandic and Chinese.
5.6 The hierarchical nature of normalization rules
Another prediction of the normalization approach capitalizes on the hierarchical nature of nor-
malization rules. Normalization rules at higher levels entail normalization at lower levels. Thus,
if a relation is in 3NF, it will automatically be in 2NF and 1NF. The hierarchical nature of this
system seems to suggest that there will be no languages which have, for instance, multi-valued
dependencies, but lack transitive dependencies.
5.7 EPP
Perhaps one of the most controversial implications of the normalization approach is that it chal-
lenges the existence of purely formal features such as EPP.44 EPP features exist for the sole purpose
of forcing (overt) movement to occur. In the parlance of normalization, an EPP feature instanti-
ates a spurious functional dependency which must be normalized – thus triggering displacement.
However, within a normalization approach, displacement can be the function of any feature (e.g.
Agreement, Case etc.) and consequently, the rationale for EPP is undermined.
Furthermore, if there is a one-to-one, meaning-preserving mapping between Narrow Syntax
and LF then purely formal features must have some kind of function at LF. 45
Thus, the non-existence of EPP features (at least as they are currently conceptualized) is a
(possibly refutable) prediction of the normalization approach. If it were to be proven that EPP
features do exist then the normalization approach would have to be significantly revised. However,
the existence of these features is currently disputed (Boeckx 2000, Martin 1999) so the jury is still
out.
To a lesser extent, formal features such as Case and Agreement are also highlighted. The nor-
malization approach would seem to suggest that these features have a LF function. For instance,
Case has been shown to be related to Tense (Pesetsky and Torrego 2001) and Aspect (Svenonius
2002) and φ features may be related to semantic notions such as Deixis (Cowper 2005) and/or Ref-
erentiality (Reinhart and Reuland 1991) and pragmatic issues such as speaker and hearer (Harley
and Ritter 2002).46
5.8 Parametric variation
The normalization proposal argues for universal constraints on LF representations and as such
does not account for parametric variation. There are a number of possible avenues to account
for parametric variation. First, as is standardly assumed, some parametric variation derives from
the lexicon. For instance, a language lacking a particular F/uF pair will not instantiate them as a
functional dependency, with consequences for the final representation. Second, as I have intimated
in section (4.5) parametric variation concerned with overt/covert movement could conceivably be
captured in a variety of ways by postulating (i) the existence of syntactic relationships which are
technically not functional dependencies (Dayal 2002, Reinhart 1998);
(ii) movement of Q-operators without pied-piping of phonological material (Boškovic´ 2002,
Hagstrom 1998, Watanabe 1992); (iii) and the logical possibility that all movement is overt but is
masked by subsequent (overt) movements (Kayne 1998).
5.9 Interim conclusions
This paper has outlined an ambitious framework embedded in Relational Theory which constrains
the ways in which syntactic representations are derived from a numeration. The framework has
numerous, falsifiable implications for Narrow Syntax which have been outlined in this section.
6 Two speculations
The previous sections have outlined a curious parallel between the operations of Narrow Syntax
and similar processes of normalization within Relational Theory. In what follows, I wish to project
forward and make certain bold speculations about the kinds of possibilities that such an approach
could open up. To some extent, this section may be premature, but it is merely a speculation on the
kinds of questions that could be posed within a normalization-driven research program.
6.1 Phases and cyclicity
This paper started with an idea about the manner in which the CI interface may constrain Narrow
Syntactic operation (1a). However, (1b) has not been addressed, namely the manner in which the
PF interface may affect syntactic computation. Unfortunately, this is the scope of this paper so my
comments will have to be brief.
The normalization approach I have described in this paper is representational in nature and
is also primarily concerned with the CI interface. As such, it does not predict the existence of
phases per se – phases being at least partly concerned with the PF interface as well. However,
within a normalization-driven approach, the derivation is completed in various stages and, as such,
it is compatible with a phase-based approach. The following section outlines a possible way of
implementing phases within a normalization-driven grammar.47
Within a phase-based approach to syntax (Chomsky 2001b) it is necessary that certain cate-
gories move to the ‘edge’ of the phase in order to be accessible to the next phase. Exactly what
motivates this movement is unclear, especially if one wants to avoid looking ahead in the deriva-
tion. Usually, such ‘escape-hatch’ movement is formally accomplished by postulating EPP features
whose sole purpose is to motivate such movement.
The normalization-driven approach promises to offer intriguing insights into escape-hatch move-
ment to the phase Edge. There are two questions I wish to touch on: (a) what is a phase and (b)
what is the ‘edge’. Normalization ensures that syntactic structures are well-formed and, being free
of ambiguities are interpretable at LF. Therefore, a fully-normalized structure, or sub-part of a
structure, can be sent to the LF interface the moment normalization is complete (see figure 3 on
page 22). The PF interface imposes stricter conditions – sets must not only be partially ordered
as required by LF but, in addition, must have a total order (Kayne 1994). This leads to the defini-
tion of a phase, where I assume that Spell Out implies a simultaneous transfer to both PF and LF
(Bobaljik 2002a).48
(61) Normalized Phase: A set (or syntactic constituent) is transferred to LF and PF
(Spelled Out) the moment that:
a. it is at least in 4NF and
b. it has the possibility of a total order as determined by the PF interface.
The second question concerns the definition of the ‘edge’. At its simplest, the Edge is that
which is not able to be spelled out at a given point in a derivation. Note that this does not ascribe
to the Edge any specific syntactic location (e.g. Spec vP or similar).
(62) The Edge: That part of the derivation which is not spelled out at a given application
of Spell Out (although, if the derivation converges, it will ultimately be spelled out at
some later application of Spell Out).
With these definitions in mind, consider the relations in example (44), reprinted here as (63).
(63)
The Edge:
(T,v, Subj)(Subj[φ],Agr)(Agr,T)(T,v)(v,V):( Agr, T, v, Subj, V, Obj)
⇓ Spelled out in this cycle ⇓
: (V, Obj)
At this point in the derivation a number of relations are totally ordered: (Subj,Agr), (Agr,T),
(T,v), (v,V) and (V, Obj). However, although they are each individually ordered, they do not all
exhibit a total order with respect to each other. Since (T,v, Subj) is yet to be normalized, it is not
clear at this point how T and v are ordered with respect to the subject. Thus, the only relation
which exhibits an unambiguous total order at this stage of the derivation is (V, Obj). It is duly
spelled out, the rest of the relations remaining in the Edge. Importantly, movement to the Edge is
in response only to the relations which an element has with other elements of the derivation.49 The
fact that elements in the Edge are not spelled out is a function of the fact that they either do not
pass the normalization requirements of the CI interface (1a) or the total-order requirements of the
PF interface (1b).
Normalization proceeds and the multi-valued dependencies are replaced with relations which
pass 4NF. At this point, each individual relation exhibits a total ordering and consequently they are
also totally ordered in relation to each other. This means that every relation can be spelled out and
the Edge effectively contains nothing.
(64)
The Edge: :
:(T, Subj) (v, Subj)(Subj[φ],Agr)(Agr,T)(T,v)(v,V):( V, Obj)
⇓ Spelled out in this cycle ⇓
:(T, Subj) (v, Subj)(Subj[φ],Agr)(Agr,T)(T,v)(v,V):
6.1.1 A WH-movement example
Now consider the example with WH-movement 54 on page 18, repeated here as 65.
(65)
The Edge:
(C,Agr,ObjWH)(T,v,Subj)(Subj[φ],Agr)(Agr,T)(T,v)(v,V):(V,ObjWH)
⇓ Spelled out in this cycle ⇓
: ∅
At this point of the derivation it is important to note that the Object has moved into the Edge
(along with other material) as a function of the normalization process. This is informally illustrated
by the arrow. All of the relations are at least in 3NF. However, a few are also in 4NF and are
candidates for Spell Out: (Subj,Agr), (Agr,T), (T,v), (v,V) and (V,ObjWH). As with the previous
examples, however, most of these cannot be spelled out at this point because they do not exhibit a
total order with respect to each other. In addition, since (C,Agr,ObjWH ) is not in 4NF, there is no
total order between the Object and the other constituents it is related with. Thus it is not possible to
linearize the object with respect to anything. Consequently nothing can be spelled out at this point
in the derivation.
During the next stage of normalization, the remaining relations are normalized to at least 4NF.
Now, all the relations are fully normalized. Consequently, all the remaining sets can be spelled out
at this stage. Since there is nothing which fails the normalization constraint, there is, technically
speaking, nothing in the Edge.
(66)
The Edge: : :
:(C,ObjWH)(T,Subj)(v,Subj):(C,Agr) (v,Subj)(Subj,Agr)(Agr,T)(T,v)(v,V):(V,ObjWH)
⇓ Spelled out in this cycle ⇓
:(C,ObjWH)(T,Subj)(v,Subj):(C,Agr) (v,Subj)(Subj,Agr)(Agr,T)(T,v)(v,V):(V,ObjWH)
The result of all this is that a non-normalized relation seemingly moves to the Edge. Paradox-
ically, the same ‘movement’ to the Edge is also the same ‘movement’ that merges the WH-item
to C. No EPP or ‘Edge’ features are required in intermediate positions.50 Of course, this notion of
Edges and phases is quite different to the more usual notion of the Edge as a distinct functional
projection – but is nevertheless, I think, based on Minimalist principles.
This brief outline illustrates that a phase model can potentially be implemented in a normaliza-
tion driven syntax although many questions await further research.
6.2 A double dare for linguistic science
In this paper, my primary focus has been on the relationship of Narrow Syntax to the CI interface.
In the previous section, I explored the relationship to the PF interface in a phase model. In the
following section I would like to adjust that focus by speculating on the relationship of Narrow
Syntax to the lexicon.
One of the characteristics that separates humans from other animals is our ability to use natural
language. Hauser (1996) formulates a double dare with respect to this. How do we account for the
following two fundamental differences between humans and other animals:
(i) the fact that humans can create discretely infinite, recursive utterances (Chomsky 2002,
Hauser et al. 2002, Hauser 1996) and
(ii) the fact that humans, with explosive speed, acquire a vast and highly organized lexicon.
Embedded recursion appears to be unique to humans (Hauser et al. 2002). For instance, humans
can acquire the grammar of incrementation, allowing them to count to infinitely large numbers.
Chimpanzees, in contrast, can learn a few discrete numbers and show no ability to be able to
generalize the system spontaneously and only a limited ability to do so under intensive training
(Hauser et al. 2000; 2002, Kawai and Matsuzawa 2000). With respect to our linguistic ability,
within the Minimalist research program, recursion is ensured by a relatively impoverished system
of Narrow Syntax. It has even been suggested by Hauser et al. (2002) that some of these operations
could be viewed as variants of the same operation that allows incrementation to occur.
A second unique propensity of humans is the ability to rapidly acquire a huge lexicon with
seemingly little effort. Even after years of intensive training, non-human animals only acquire
severely restricted lexicons. Liberal estimates might allow for a few hundred tokens, with conser-
vative estimates being considerably lower (Pinker 1994). Even granting the veracity of the larger
estimates, there is still no beating humans for the sheer size of their lexicon and the speed at which
it is learned. It is clearly not merely the acquisition of word lists that is important, but rather the
fact that the human lexicon is uncontroversially an organized system of knowledge representation.
Organization has direct implications for the size of the lexicon as well as the speed of its acquisi-
tion.
The size of the human lexicon and the speed at which it is acquired point towards its organi-
zation. Thus, it might be hypothesized that one of the things that sets human language apart from
the symbolic systems of other communicative beasts is our distinctive cognitive ability to organize
– or normalize– a lexical database. This immediately yields several advantages to the language
learner. An organized (normalized) lexical database can be much larger than an unordered one,
require less computational processing, can be updated or changed more easily and consequently
can be acquired much faster. In my view, the seeds of a solution to Hauser’s double dare lie in
this idea: if it could be demonstrated that humans have the unique ability to normalize knowledge
representations, then there would be an explanation for (i) the structured nature of the lexicon, (ii)
its rapid acquisition (iii) its flexibility and (iv) the inability of other animals to do the same.51
This paper could provide evidence for this position; it has argued that the process of normaliza-
tion underlies Narrow Syntax. If this is true and the human brain is capable of normalizing a subset
of the lexicon (i.e. a numeration) then there is, in principle, nothing preventing normalization of
the lexicon itself – an expanded numeration. This is leant credence by a wide variety of research
which suggests that lexical processes mirror syntactic ones (among others Hale and Keyser 1993,
Marantz 1997, Marantz and Halle 1993) and by those research traditions questioning the segre-
gation of lexicon and syntax (Bresnan 1982, Hudson 1984, Hudson 1990, Pollard and Sag 1994).
Normalization thus provides the beginning of an answer to Hauser’s double challenge. Moreover,
the same system that allows the rapid acquisition and organization of a complex lexicon is used
to drive the syntactic component responsible for the recursive nature of language. In a sense, the
lexicon comes with syntax for free.
Evidence could come from studies into comparative psychology. Normalization, at least to
3NF, requires the ability to recognize transitive dependencies and, more generally, the ability to
recognize relationships between relationships. There is mixed evidence concerning transitive de-
pendencies. Studies into animal numeracy (Hauser et al. 2000; 2002, Kawai and Matsuzawa 2000)
suggest that non-human primates just do not seem to ‘get it’. While they may learn numbers, there
is generally little recognition that numbers are a transitive system (e.g. 8 is bigger than 6 which is
bigger than 4).
Other data for transitive inference are less clear. The standard five-point test for transitive infer-
ence is as follows (Bryant and Trabasso 1971). Subjects are trained with pairs A-B, B-C, C-D and
D-E. In each case, subjects are rewarded for selecting the hierarchically higher element, namely A,
B, C and D for each pair. After training, subjects are presented with a novel pair, B-D. Typically,
if a subject chooses B over D, then this is taken as evidence for transitive inference. A variety of
non-human vertebrates have putatively demonstrated evidence of transitive inference, from squirrel
monkeys (Brandan et al. 1977) and chimpanzees (Gillan 1981) to pigeons and jays (Guilermo et al.
2004, Von Fersen et al. 1991).52 Experiments with invertebrates have been less successful (Benard
and Giurfa 2004). However, a variety of papers (Allen 2006, Breslow 1981, De Lillo 1996, Russell
et al. 1996, Von Fersen et al. 1991, Wasserman et al. 2001, Zentall 2001) have argued that these
effects can be accounted for by cognitive processes other than inference and analogy. In short, the
standard test is unreliable.
At a more general level, normalization does require the ability to distinguish relationships
between relations. In a comprehensive review of the literature, Thompson and Oden (2000) argue
that only apes (as opposed to monkeys) can recognize relations between relations; monkeys on the
other hand, can only recognize relationships based on shared characteristics.
There is no evidence that monkeys can perceive, let along judge relations-
between-relations. This analogical conceptual capacity is found only in
chimpanzees and humans. Interestingly, the “analogical ape,” like the child,
can make its analogical knowledge explicit only if it is first provided with
a symbol system by which propositional representations can be encoded
and manipulated (Thompson and Oden 2000:363).
To illustrate, a monkey can compare a stimulus big/small triangle pair to a big/small circle pair
and judge them to be ‘same’ based on their shared perceptual characteristics of relative size etc.
But only an ape would be able to compare a stimulus half banana and a half apple and judge them
to be ‘same’ based on having a mental representation of ‘half’.
Despite a wide consensus on this difference between monkeys and primates (Barrett et al. 2003,
Gillan et al. 1981, Thompson and Oden 2000, Vonk 2003, Wright and Katz 2006), there is a debate
as to whether this reflects a truly qualitative difference in animal cognitions, or whether the question
is really a quantitative one. It seems to me that the jury is still out on the question of whether (a)
transitive inference and, more specifically, (b) the ability to distinguish relations-between-relations
is truly a feature of vertebrate cognition generally, or whether it is more characteristic of apes.
Whatever the answer, there are clear differences in the ability of apes vs other vertebrates, with
primates seemingly having the edge. If future research were to bear this out, then there may be
evidence that the ability to compute complex analogical relations is a precondition for the ability
to normalize relations, which in turn links directly to the ability to acquire a large lexicon and
compute natural language.
7 Conclusions
This paper has shown that Narrow Syntax essentially reduces to the ability to normalize a numer-
ation and has sketched the outlines for an ambitious, and yet highly minimalist, research agenda
into a normalization-driven syntax. A very specific (and potentially falsifiable) view of the CI in-
terface suggests that extra-linguistic principles of well-formedness in databases (Normal Forms)
are at work in Narrow Syntax. Adopting this view yields a simplification of the model of grammar
and creates an external, non-linguistic justification for its mechanics.
Principles of normalization are based on notions of computational simplicity, ease of data stor-
age, modification and retrieval, and were originally conceived of by Codd (1970; 1983) as exter-
nalist, non-cognitive constraints. Implicit in the approach I have sketched is that these principles
are strictly internalist and are thus instantiated in the mind/brain. This is thus a proposal on the spe-
cific nature of the computational system underlying language and possibly other mental modules
as well.
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Notes
1In this paper, I tend to use CI/LF and SM/PF interchangeably.
2An anonymous reviewer has pointed out that the CI and SM interfaces can only determine Narrow Syntax if there
is either a trivial or a one-to-one, meaning-preserving mapping from Narrow Syntax to the relevant interface. I will
tentatively adopt the position that there is a one-to-one, meaning-preserving mapping. Note that if one allows for a
trivial mapping then there is the possibility that at least some syntactic objects will be mapped to zero at LF.
3Note that it is not being claimed that all cognitive processes should be able to be modelled in terms of relational
databases – merely that a part of the CI system which must interface with the language model can be modelled in this
way.
4Crucially, the claim of this paper is that only normalized, partially ordered sets are equivalent to well-formed
syntactic trees.
5A formal definition is as follows: “a relation R satisfies functional dependency X → Y if for every pair r1, r2 of
tuples of R, if r1[X]=r2[X], then r1[Y]=r2[Y]” where X and Y are attributes of R and r[X] and r[Y] are the respective
values of the records. (Sagiv et al. 1981:437).
6Modification and deletion anomalies and project-join anomalies (Codd 1970; 1983, Dutka and Hanson 1989,
Kroenke 2004).
7There are seven, although only the first four are considered in this paper. Also note that I treat 3NF and BCNF as
a single Normal Form for the sake of simplicity. It is an extremely interesting research question whether all levels of
normalization have syntactic reflexes.
8Alternatively, these conditions can be rephrased as operations that can be applied to any relational database in
order to ensure compliance with a particular normal form.
9Normalization is a complex process and the toy examples utilized thus far cannot do justice to the nuances in-
volved. Moreover, detailed discussion is beyond the scope of this paper. For further discussion, refer to the reference
list.
10In fact, there exists 3NF which is logically, but subtly, distinct from BCNF. Due to space considerations and since
BCNF is the stricter version, this is the focus of this paper. It remains a question for future research whether 3NF has
linguistic reflexes.
11It is worth noting that there are two types of partial ordering depending on Reflexivity. If a relation is reflexive,
transitive and antisymmetric then there exists a non-strict, partial ordering; if a relation is irreflexive, transitive (and
therefore antisymmetric) there exists a strict, partial ordering.
12The set-theoretic nature of phrase structure is also pointed out by Kayne (1994:4) who demonstrates that phrase
structure does not instantiate a total ordering, and thus, by implication, must be a partial ordering.
13Phrase structures and functional dependencies are both transitive, antisymmetric (in terms of projection/domination)
and reflexive.
14I take this to be equivalent to unification.
15If they were derivational statements, then there would probably be a violation of the extension condition.
16This is equivalent to the SUBCAT feature in HPSG terminology.
17The same general result occurs if AGREE results in feature deletion (Pesetsky and Torrego 2001). In this case, the
uφ feature will be deleted and the probe will then have the value of ∅. It is still the case that the goal determines the
value (in this case ∅) of the probe. Hence, there is a functional dependency between probe and goal.
18Note that the Functional Dependency, illustrated informally by the dotted line, runs opposite to the direction of
the probe.
19Throughout this paper, the terms Subject and Object are used to denote external and internal argument XPs ful-
filling the derived grammatical notion of Subject and Object respectively. They are treated as being atomic attributes
for the sake of simplicity, although this obviously need not be the case.
20I will assume that nominative case assignment to the Subject DP is part of a broader Agreement relationship
between T and uT (Pesetsky and Torrego 2001).
21In fact, linguistic trees are also trivially in 2NF, but this will be discussed in the next section.
22The inverse does not necessarily hold.
23The structure in (38) is actually not a well-formed table – but that is because it is not in 2NF. Note that (38) would
be in 2NF if XP was determined by some other element in the table.
24In an n-ary tree, everything c-commands everything and so all c-command and selectional relationships can be
satisfied by such a tree. Note that the status of c-command is not challenged within a normalization-driven approach.
25Of course, there may be alternative ways of normalizing these relations although as far as I can tell they do not
impact the final representation.
26However, within a normalization approach there is no real need to do so since the relations in (48) are perfectly
well-formed as far as a CI-interface, conceived in relational terms, is concerned.
27An obvious problem is how to deal with the overt/covert-movement distinction and the related overt application of
EPP requirements. A normalization driven approach merely derives well-formed LF structures with appropriate move-
ment chains. Whether the head or the tail of the chain is overtly spelled out is a separate question that is presumably
affected by issues such as cyclic Spell Out etc. (see suggestions by Bobaljik (2002b), Nunes (1999; 2004)). Although
some speculations are in section 4.6, the normalization approach does not have insights regarding the overt application
of EPP requirements except in some cases.
28In principle, it would also be possible to normalize these relations into the following set: (T v Subj), (C ObjWH
V), (C,Agr), (T,v) and (v, V). I do not think that anything depends on this, however.
29I have not included do-support in this tree since the normalization approach does not provide any insights at this
point. Also note that the order of the sets themselves in (55) (e.g. in stage 3: (T, Subj) (C, ObjWH ) vs (C, ObjWH )(T,
Subj)) is irrelevant.
30Dayal (2002) modulates this view by claiming that either a choice function or operator binding may be used.
31Presumably, languages such as Bulgarian which allow multiple feature checking would have obligatory WH
movement of all wh-items to Spec CP.
32I am aware that Dayal (2002) argues (contra Reinhart (1998)) that Narrow Syntax can use either operator-variable
binding or choice functions. Under my proposal here, operator-variable binding would induce movement; choice
functions would not.
33Which of these options are attested is a subject for future research.
34I would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing these out.
35An anonymous reviewer suggests that this more restrictive hypothesis raises the question of whether relations
such as Case and φ agreement have interpretations in the CI system. Certainly, the deep question is raised as to why
these kinds of features are necessary at all. This is briefly discussed in section 5.7.
36The proposal here is only focussed on MOVE. Other components of the ‘standard’ theory are not questioned here:
these include Minimality, the Extension condition, the need for cyclic movement, EPP and the possibility of other
interfaces, notably the PF interface, also exerting influence over Narrow Syntax.
37The question of Minimality remains. Short of stipulating Minimality as a basic property of grammar, the normalization-
driven approach does not seem to derive Minimality from more basic considerations. A better answer must await a
further articulation of phases and locality within this approach (see for example, section 6.1).
38A normalization-driven syntax renders the distinction between MERGE and MOVE void. This distinction is also
argued against in the work of Starke (2001) who argues for a multi-domination approach with consequences for
reconstruction. Both proposals also share the property that the trace of a moved category and the moved category itself
must be identical. This makes it difficult to implement a solution to reconstruction along the lines of Lebeaux (1988)
where adjuncts are merged relatively late in the derivation. I would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing
this out.
39But see Chametzky (2000) who questions why arguments from necessity should result in binary MERGE.
40It is interesting to note that Kayne (1984) disallows ternary branching only in contexts where a branch includes a
governed category i.e. a small subset of transitive dependencies. In other words, the ‘connectivity’ approach did allow
for ternary branching in some contexts – just as the normalization approach does.
41For a discussion of the role of functional dependencies in the definition of SUBJECT and in long-distance anaphora,
see De Vos (2006).
42Since only functional dependencies are subject to normalization, a prediction of the normalization approach is
that long-distance relationships which cannot be rendered locally are not functional dependencies.
43It is interesting to note that a similar, but not identical, effect is argued for in Starke (2001) as a result of diminish-
ing the number of null functional heads. The difference between the normalization proposal and that of Starke is that
for Starke, an XP in a specifier will always project its features to the mother node; in a normalization-driven syntax, a
XP in a specifier will only project its features to the mother node if the XP functionally determines the adjacent node
to which the mother is merged.
44This is only true if there is a one-to-one mapping from Narrow Syntax. If there is a trivial mapping then this does
not necessarily follow since a trivial mapping can also map a feature to zero. Also note that the existence of EPP effects
is not under dispute – merely the existence of formal EPP features.
45This does not prevent EPP-like effects from being artifacts of the PF-interface; the current framework merely
points out that EPP cannot be a function of the LF interface.
46An anonymous reviewer points out that an additional question to ask is whether agreement phenomena involving
these features have an interpretive dimension i.e. does the meaning of a head change when it enters into an agreement
relationship? This is both an empirical and a theoretical issue. Empirically, a naïve answer might be yes e.g. the
meaning of a non-finite verb is different from the meaning of a finite verb insofar as the former is not deictically
anchored in terms of reference time, event time etc. Theoretically, it raises the much deeper question of why there
should be such agreement relations in the first place. This is a question that I cannot answer although a normalization
approach suggests that they must have some function at the CI interface.
47Of course, the analysis offered here can only be partial – until such time as a normalization approach can be
implemented derivationally. This section merely outlines the broad brush strokes of such an implementation.
48I am aware that the T-model is different to the Y-model often assumed in discussions of Phases. However, noth-
ing hinges on the distinction in the brief discussion in this paper. For instance, it is conceivable (but not necessary)
that a given relation be sent to PF in phases but that the entire set of normalized relations are only sent to PF after
normalization is complete.
49The implications of this will become clear when we examine a WH-movement example.
50I have placed ‘movement’ in quotation marks to distinguish this apparent movement to the Edge from the more
usual notion of movement which creates chains of the usual kind. Also note that there may be other ways to normalize
these relations which may yield slightly different results in this implementation of phases. This may be one answer to
the problem of parametric variation.
51This position can be nuanced: for instance, it is a logical possibility that humans have the ability to implement
4NF or higher, while perhaps other species of ape could implement 2NF or perhaps even 3NF. This is an open research
question – and an exciting one.
52This contrasts with Piaget who claimed that transitive inference is a property of the operational stage and only
develops in children as late as 8 to 10 years old (Breslow 1981, Bryant and Trabasso 1971).
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